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6.C2 Expense Drivers & Cost Containment Efforts

• Group purchasing

• Leveraging D-HH buying power & credit 

• Standardizing Supplies and Product

• Standardizing Equipment & Group Buys

• System integration and reduction of overhead

• Laboratory

• Radiology

• Benefits

• Biomedical Services

• Shared Staff, Management, & Providers

• Captive Insurance and Shadow Captive Stop Loss

• Ongoing Savings

• Lowering premium
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Take-aways from our last time together…

• Shared plan to revise our employee benefits…

• Schedule time with “my contact”

• Provide update of our plan:

• DHH created their own PBM for Members & NEAH

• 12 Hospitals Joined the PBM

• Been live for one month…no data yet

• Expected savings 20% or so once fully implemented

• Implementing formulary and reviewing utilization

• Further Updates…



Comparative 
Effectiveness 

Research in Rx

Reducing pharmacy costs and 

improving care for Vermonters

Presented to:

David Sanville, CFO of Mt. Ascutney Hospital & Health 
Center

Catalina Gorla, CEO of TruDataRx



Introductions

Catalina Gorla, CEO of TruDataRx, Inc.

TruDataRx is a Vermont company and Vermont employer



Comparative Effectiveness Research (CER) asks:
“What works best?”



Who does CER in the US?



73%
of physicians incorrectly believe FDA approves new drugs if they are 

better than old drugs. 



Who else? Middlemen (PBMs) manage formularies on behalf of 
plans. 
Today, they use two basic strategies to manage cost: 

1) Try generics before brands
2) Brands are “preferred” through rebates

What about Comparative Effectiveness?



We can understand value with a simple model



Green and Red boxes are “no-brainers”



Grey boxes have trade-offs and need more data to understand 
value, such as cost.





CER reveals large differences in benefits and side effects across 
medications available



BLUE BRANDS
RED GENERICS

CER reveals large differences in benefits and side effects across 
medications available



Why are we paying more for less effective, less safe, and more 
expensive medications? CER is not being used.
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Rebating by FDA indication is not enough



Rebating by FDA indication is not enough



Why is a better medication at a similar price harder to access? 
CER is not being used.
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Why are middlemen (PBMs) not using CER? They make over 80% 
of their revenues from selling drugs. 
They are not middlemen.



Who does pharma think makes the decision on which drug to 
use? 



Three recommendations to improve the care of Vermonters at a 
lower cost



Understand the true costs of pharmacy management...

“...it was confirmed that in 2017, PBMs pocketed a whopping $223.7 
million in spread pricing alone in the Medicaid managed care 
program…”

“That represents a markup of 32 percent 
over what pharmacies were paid. The 
markups by PBMs more than doubled 
from 2016, according to the analysis.”
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...and quality! Understand how much of care is wasted 
on less effective but more expensive care. 

Go beyond a spread pricing analysis and dig deep into 

the clinical value of the care provided:

- Waste on low value medications with equivalent or 

superior alternatives 

- High value care withheld from Vermonters for no 

good reason (i.e., rebates) 

- Inform prescribers in OneCare, Medicaid of 

opportunities to improve care & lower cost
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Put clinical data before rebates. Build formularies & 
plans with high quality, unbiased, and independent 
comparative effectiveness research. 
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Three recommendations to improve the care of Vermonters at a 
lower cost

1. Understand the true costs of pharmacy management…

2. ...and quality! Understand how much of care is wasted on less 
effective but more expensive care. 

3. Put clinical data before rebates. Build formularies & plans with 
high quality, unbiased, and independent comparative 
effectiveness research. 

Thank you! 
Questions/Comments


